RELEASE NOTES
SPRINT: 4
EOXNexGen Build: 4
JAVA VERSION: 9.1.8

MARKET PAGE
 FIXED: Expiration Value in TIF now pulls server time rather than local time to correct,
TIF getting stuck, orders not being properly updated, and differences in TIF values
between web and Swing client(s). (WEB-31)
 Changes in the WEB-31 involved using server time to calculate timespan for both
Bid and Ask TIF where the server pings each client at a configurable set interval,
which is now currently set at 250ms.
QUICK ORDER ENTRY (QOE) & MODIFY ORDER
 FIXED: Quick Order Dialogue now pops up when user clicks the Eyeball
Icon, representing an IOI order, on the Market Page Bid and Offer columns. (WEB-225)
Note: The fix to correct bug that prevents users from entering a null price on either side of an
IOI is queued for later Sprint under same ticket reference.


FIXED: Corrected issue where User Defaults where overriding Quantity/Exchange Values
on Modify Order Dialogue. Now Quantity and Exchange values are pulled from read from
underlying order. (WEB-364)
Note: The following fixes for the Quick Order Entry (QOE) are queued for the next sprint,
Sprint 5, under WEB-204:
 Correct user preferences from overriding values from underlying cloned order. User
preferences on QOE should only apply for TIF values and quantity only when
underlying cloned order is sourced from IM Gateway.
 Update AJAX calls to be synchronous to prevent timing issue where Broker,
Exchange, and other inputs being populated from underlying order.

NEW QUOTE ENTRY (NQE)
 FIXED: Editable fields, Broker, Exchange, Expires In values are no longer reset upon
clicking Create button. (WEB-200)
 UPDATED: Strategy Shortname is now
displayed instead of Strategy Name in
the Strategy field on the New Quote
Entry dialogue. (WEB-339)
 UPDATED:
Tooltip Help Icon has
been updated to be more intuitive. Other
updates related to tooltip changes will be
carried out in next sprint under ticket
(WEB-333)
 FIXED: Logic updated to correct issue
where strikes where not displaying in the
leg table container for some multi leg
structures. (WEB-254)
Note: This change is in conjunction
with another change under the same
ticket which was released in Sprint 3
where the leg table container height
was resized from 125 px to 180 px.

Web handling and Performance:
 UPDATED: Dropdown class added to Logoff menu item.

